
WISCONSIN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
STAFF MEMORANDUM

Memo No.

TO: MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTION LAW REVIEW

Robe J. co Sta AttorneyFROM:

RE: Proposal for Consolidation of City and County Election Functions

DATE: March 23 , 2005

At the March 2, 2005 meeting of the Special Committee, the committee briefly discussed a
proposal for the optional consolidation of city and county election fuctions. Staff pointed out that the
proposal had been considered by the Joint Legislative Council' s Special Committee on Election Process
Review in 1996 and 1997 and noted that at the time, a number of concerns had been expressed about
such a proposal. Primar among those concerns was the opinion of Jeff Kuesel, the Legislative
Reference Bureau attorney with primar drafting responsibility in the election law area. Mr. Kuesel
pointed out that a draft to effectuate such a proposal would likely be extensive and noted that a myriad
of decisions would need to be made to make such a proposal operative.

Attached to this Memo is the memorandum from Mr. Kuesel , dated July 31 , 1996 in which his
concerns about a proposal for optional consolidation for city and county election fuctions are spelled
out. For the most par, I believe his concerns are stil timely, although, it is noted that the statutes now
provide for at least one other intergovernental sharing of election fuctions in addition to the thee
described in Mr. Kuesel's memorandum. 2003 Wisconsin Act 265 additionally authorized the
consolidation of certain services regarding the statewide voter registration system.

It is suggested that if the committee is interested in pursuing an option regarding consolidation of
city and county election fuctions along the broad terms that were discussed at the March 2nd
committee meeting, considerable time be devoted to a full discussion of the necessary elements needed
to effectuate the concept.
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MEMORANDUM

To: Interested Persons

Jeffer T. Knesl Assist Chef Counel (608) 266-77From:

Subject: Proposa for optional consolidation of city and county election functions.

The purose of this memorandum is to discuss the potential for production of a bil
draft to consolidate city and county election fuctions on an optional basis and certain
attendant problems rela d thereto.

There are at least 3 instaces in curent law where intergovernental sharng of
election fuctons is authorized or required:

(1) Whenever counties and muncipalties or school districts are diected topublih identical election notices, they may consolidate the notices and apportion the
cost of the consolidated notice between them. See s. 10. , stats. 

(2) If a muncipality employs an electronic voting system and a central counting
location is establihed at the county seat, a muncipal clerk may delegate to the county
clerk the responsibility to superve the muncipal cavass. See s. 5.86 (1), stats.

(3) Where voting machines or electronic voting systems are used, responsibility for
ballot preparation, includig the cost of preparation, lies with counties except that
local governents must pay the proportonate cost of balot preparation .for their
elections. See s. 5.68 (3), stats.

Apar from these cases, however, the responsibilty for administration of elections
when not vested in the state, is generally vested by law in either the counties or
municipalities.

Election fuctions interrelate to a considerable degree curently, for example
where county or municipal clerks or boards of canvassers are directed to notify each
other or transmit materials to each other at certn points in the process. Any proposal
would have to address who is to perform each function under what circumstances
what fuctions would be created or eliated and how resulting costs would be
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apportioned. In addition, because curent law would not be changed for
nonparcipating counties and cities, all statutes afected would have to be doubledraf. There would be one version applying to parcipants and one version applyig
to nonparicipants.

Because there are many cities lying withi more than one county (in 1990, there
were 17 lyig withi 2 counties and 3 lying withi 3 counties), any consolidation
agreement would have to be approved, presumably upon identical terms, by all
counties in which a city lies. Curentl;y the selection of votig systems is a muncipal
option. If a county entered into a consolidation agreement, the legslation would have
to address whether a county could requie al muncipalties with which it enters into
an agreement to use the same voting system, whether a city which lies withi more
than one county could be required to use different voting systems withi each county in
which it lies and who would pay for the costs of any conversion to the system of a
countys choice. 

It should be noted that there are some elections curently that involve only cities or
portions of cities or only special purpose ditricts such as school distrcts. From a
county's perspective, it would not be consolidating its fuctions in such an election
because it ha no fuctions curently:

The legislation would have to specify the approval mechan for any
consolidation agreement (for example, county or muncipal ordinance) and any
mechanism for withdrawal from such an agreement. The time frame before an election
durng which a new consolidation agreement could be entered into or an existig
consolidation agreement could be withdrawn from would have to be specifed. 

You may wish to identify specific statutes under which identifiable cost savings
could be realized that are not possible under curent law and target those statutes for
amendment. It occurs to me that in many cases, if the fuctions performed before
consolidation remai the same afer consolidation, they would continue to have the
same cost. For example, a county would presumably be requied to compensate
election offcials at roughly the same rate that a muncipalty now pays.

Curently, virtually all city employes who perform election fuctions also perform
other functions. Is it reasonable to assume that these employes could be eliinated if
they discontinued only their election fuctions? Conversely, is it reasonable to assume
that county employes could tae on additional election functions not now performed or
would additional county employes or overtime costs be incured in some cases?
Presumably, there would be few if any county employes whose fuctions related
exclusively to elections under a consolidated arangement.

You may wih to examne the methods by which other states administer elections.
Although I have not investigated this recently, it is my impression that muncipal
involvement with election administration in the United States is rare. The majority of
states, the last time I checked, not only adminstered elections on the county level but
administered them through county election commissions or boards . as we do in
Milwaukee County. I would be surrised if you found any state that provided for
elections to be admnistered on a city county level at local option.
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A comprehensive optional consolidation proposal could well involve a week's legal
work and 100-150 pages of drafng. Without doubt, there would be greater flexibilty
to produce a draft addressing a limited number of specific statutes where optional
consolidation might offer greater effciency or cost savings for both cities and counties.

If you have any fuer questions regarding this matter, please let me know.

(JTKllect Fnctn)
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